
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE HYGIENE AND SAFETY OF  
THE WORKING PERSONNEL AND CREW 

 

Today,    first day of repair the ship   I met with the captain and 
managers of the working group and I inform them about their health and safety measures to be taken 
against the ship repairing, according to P.D.70/90 science and practice. 

 

1. The worker group and the captain must daily update our security technicians for work and for any 
changes in construction program. They require written instructions in this instruction manual by Chief 
Engineer and sign every day that he is aware of these instructions. 

2. The worker group will provide daily report of the presence states of the workers aboard of the ship. 
They must also have to submit a copy and legitimated from the authorities of approved with an up-to-
date endorsement, and keep the timetable specified in the authorization. The Chief Engineer have 
become aware of it, i.e.he has been informed about the authorization, where has signed and sealed the 
original work permit. 

3. They must adhere to GAS-FREE-CERTIFICATE. Do NOT use flame in places where the use of 
flame is explicitly permitted from the GAS-FREE-CERTIFICATE. The use of flame isprohibited near 
vent pipes and sounding pipes fuel, up to eminent fuel tanks and piping without prior notification of 
Chief Engineer. 

4. Prior to commencement of any hot work be marked with paint the pipes, tanks, vent pipes and 
sounding pipes (F.O. D.O. e.tc) and sewers. The safetydistance from places where the use of flame is 
explicitly forbidden from the GAS-FREE-CERTIFICATE, is half a meter from the surface. The use 
of flames is prohibited where we store electric accumulators (i.e. batteries), chemical, colors and 
flammable materials such as ropes, cloths etc. When performing hot work in a space the surrounding 
sites of it should be examined by chemical of shipping and are given for flames and to be visited for 
continuous surveillance. Continuous inspections are to be operated at any place when behind it 
performs hot work. Even the inspection area which has not previously been tested is prohibited 
without permission from the chemical of shipping. In places where is performed hot work and 
existing insulation shall before entry into the hot work have been done satisfactory decommissioning, 
which will be approved by the security techniques, products dismantling as well as any flammable 
products should be at a sufficient distance the points hot work. 

5. The LPG cylinders should be stored in open spaces, in an upright position securely lashed or arrays 
in open space or outside of the ship and being equipped with the necessary non-return valves and 
flame arrestor. The same applies to the joints of gear. Hoses pipes (hoses and collecter) do not pass 
through the accommodation, the bottles, hoses and tools must be checked before and after the break 
for the safe closure and their good condition, especially for leaks. Forbidden together and come into 
contact with cables welding cylinders and LPG hoses. 

6. Residues exhaust and cleaning of rooms and surfaces with the rigging of gas under pressure. NO 
USE of chemical ‘elektro-clean’. 

 



7. Employees must use the individual protective measures (helmets, gloves, safety shoes, protective 
goggles, coveralls, flashlight Atomic, seatbelts) where appropriate and do not work solitude, but have 
visual and auditory contact. Worked in the double bottoms must necessarily be individuals outside the 
double bottoms to contact the employees who are inside, and the gas pipe (tires) with the cutting 
device every day with the end of work coming off the double bottoms. The same should be done for 
each closed and isolated place. 

8. the fire extinguishing system of the ship prior to commencement of work will must have been 
inspected and are ready (the firing line under pressure) and there extinguisher and people ready to 
intervene at any point with flames. The fire brigade of the board should do throughout the duration of 
the work inspections, but after the end of the work day as well. 

9. Require adequate lighting at every point and position and in the accesses to the working positions. 

10.It is necessary the sufficient ventilationinall workplaces. 

11. For the safe handling and work there should be no abrading of rails in hallways and staircases. 

12. Shall be closed and protected by edging all openings of the ship that are dangerous to falls from 
heights. The rails must be peripheral, with handrail at two different heights and marks with Red 
ribbons. 

13.If scaffolding is placed, the chief engineer must be informedin order tooversee 
theinstallation.Must, however,bringflooringfor working withat least 
threeplanksandrailsperimeterwithsignagesuch as paragraph12.Thehingeof the scaffold, the 
dislocationsoftheups and downsand workon itis alwaysaseat belttied byfixed point.Prior 
toplacement oftheplanksresponsibleworkshopshould havecared abouttheSELECTIONplanksin good 
condition.Dailyinspection willnotbe also madehis supervisorSynergyscaffolding forfindingthe goodin 
the situation andMadeira. 

14. You should clean the floors and stairs in jobs as well as access to jobs of any material (oil e.tc) 
which can cause dropped due to slipperiness. 

 
15. Mustbe signaledexits,staircasesandescape routesof the jobsandalways leavefrom materials and 
articles. 

16. The electrical work must be entrusted to experienced and licensed electrician and enforced 
unloaded lines since measures have been taken in the regulations for the safety of (RUBBER flooring, 
special tools, etc.). 

17. The portable lighting is at most 42 volts amalgamated. NO USE CABLE (portable lighting 110 volts 
& 220 volts). 

18. The using power tools (if they are 220 volts & 110 volts) is allowed only while wearing safety 
relay (transformer 1: 1). 

 
19. Power cords voltage greater than 42 volts forbidden to Kate on floors, stairs or walkways. Should 
be placed overhead, high enough to avoid contact with employees, or placed on the side of the 



hatch handrail or ambergris, always at a favorable height and signaled with Reds ribbon and tag, 
bearing the voltage at regular intervals lengthwise along their entire length. 

 
20. The reinforcement of high-voltage lines is described in the regulations and is known to 
electricians. – 

 
21In case of rain should guard the SURGE and transformed into watertight compartments. To stop 
the work in the open air and not come in any event, workers in contact with WET cables. 

22. In the double bottoms should be individual oxygen cylinders for respiratory and through Hauling 
men. Must be at least two escape door every four persons and not huddle over two people in each 
part of the double bottom (Section - section). 

23. The access stairs to the ship which must be in good condition, must also be fitted with protective 
safety net, the ends (hook) to be mounted on the ship (not the rails) and if tied by a secure location 
with diam. 

 
24. In responsibility of foremen when lifting and moving objects with cranes the workers should not 
be located below the travel path. Heavy items should be insured for eventual movement. During the 
work and thereafter, daily should not leave materials, tools etc on surfaces when under them are 
workers. 

 
25. The lids open, cathode, doors etc, where it should be open, be secured against closing except 
exist and with an additional system (ropes e.tc). For protection against strokes of cables, gas pipes 
e.tc when passing them through openings, the door should be open and locked.  

26. It is forbidden running both hot work and painting. If in a place dyer need to be made ex post hot 
work must first be examined by chemical shipping. The same is true when you have to execute hot 
work in space next to painted space. 

 
27. Shall not conduct hot work when fuel is received (BUNKERS) or delivery SLOPS- 

 
28. Daily close of business outside designated to that persons foreman will perform control of the 
workplace and also will check if closed gas cylinders, electricity e.tc. 

 
29. Any change must be known immediately to the chief engineer whenever the book is updated 
and must be signed by the chief engineer and the partners of the repair. Changing jobs or schedules, 
admission of  newworkshops which are not written in this book, means that this happened without 
the knowledge of the technician so he, as an advisory body, has no responsibility. 

 


